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mostly using 

Fundamental functions are: 

Gauge invariant 

which we call  PORTRAITS of COSMOLOGY  

     We also discuss approaches in which the portraits are more fundamental than potentials  

2014 



In more detail: 



               

The talk is mostly based on  

   A few remarks about non-isotropic and curved universes:   
weak anisotropy  (scalaron), and essential  anisotropy  (vecton).   To be published , hopefully,  soon.   

ATF:   arXiv:1506.01664 v.3 

The general gauge invarinace  and g.f.  
were introduced and discussed in the  
work on `discrete strings’ (`86-`96)… 

  gauging (super)canon.  symm 

Generalization of Emden-Fowler eqn.: 

Exact and approxim. 
solutions `03-`10 
N-Liouville and Toda 
systems  (ATF, VdA)  
BH-Cosm-Waves 

  quite 
  NEW 
`14-`15 

 v.3 only ! 

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1506.01664


separation of r and t 

momentum constraint 

spherically reduced metric 

Lagrangian 

isotropic solution 3-dimensional  curvature isotropy condition 

homogeneity + isotropy condition 

homogeneous isotropic cosmology with scalaron 

 SEPARATE  and  REDUCE ! 





    Corresponding  gauge  

transformations, invariance 

   Independence  

of z and potential   

 t-reparametrizing 

 Equation for the  
Hubble  parameter 



Portrait: 

K=0  exponential case,  c=-3: 



Integrable bi--Liouville 

The first eqn. can be solved if 

How to derive the potential in simple cases? 



 Hubble function 

 portrait 

potential  







Asymptotic portrait   (example) 

Logarithmic potential  

important   Ansatz 

main equation in  psi  version 





Exact solution 

constraint 

X  gives  y  >  gives potential ! 



        EXACT FORMULA for  
any potential and curvature 



Another way to derive the potential  
  in the new version of cosmology 
            (from matter to gravity) 

is it a universal key? 

My answer – YES ! 

WHERE 



= 



for the inflationary solution with 

we find the perturbative  
expansion (by iterations) 

<<definitioins>> 

The  corrections to the standard inflationary expression 



Our corrections to the number of e-foldings 

Possible relation to the  version: 

if 

= 



SHORT SUMMARY 





  THE 

END 



A generic example of a portrait of static states and cosmologies 

See ATF, arXiv:hep-th/9605008v2, gr-qc/9612058 

with normalized  h, w . 

second integral: 

first integral: 

portrait 

Lagrangian: 



    A root to inflation and all that… 
*Italia and 1965-ICTP workshop 
*Weak interaction of baryons and 
leptons through 11-dimensional space-
time with 4-dimensional brane of our 
world in it. `Unifying’ W-EM, CP-viol. 
(`66-`67 with BA).  
*Disrete relativistic strings and bound 
states by gauging (super) canonical 
groups  (`86-`94) 
*Quantizations of BH and Cosmol. >> 
regarded as discrete gauge theories 
(`94-`96 with VdA and MC, Torino) 
*Gravity + scalaron, integrable models, 
unifying BH+Cosm+Waves.  Search for  
2-dim and 1-dim solutions (`02-`06) 
*Multiexponential models  (`06-`09) 
*WEE-inspired affine extension of 
gravity: GR+vecton. Intrinsically non-
isotropic cosmology. Reduct. to  
scalaron, fresh view of comsology, `08.. 
**3 workshops Constr.dyn. &QG (Ru.-It.) 

INTRODUZIONE 


